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P. pulverulenta (Schreb.) Nyl. var. leucoleiptes Tuck. Little

Fox River, Macoun.

P. stellaris (L.) Nyl. Ste. Anne des Monts, Macoun.
P. hispida (Schreb.) Tuck. Ste. Anne des Monts, Dodge 2856; R.

Cap Chat, Bodge 2866; between Mont Louis and Lac Mont Louis,

Dodge 2648; Gasp£ coast, Macoun 56.

Farlow Herbarium.

Two Additions to the Flora of Massachusetts. —During the

spring excursion of the New England Botanical Club in 1921 I was
collecting with Hon. J. R. Churchill in Ashfield, in a swampy meadow
at an elevation of about 1700 feet, Here I was much pleased to find

numerous specimens of Carex Michauxiana, one of the less common
sedges of New England. The plant is abundant at similar altitudes

in the Green Mountains, notably at Woodfoid and Somerset in south-

ern Vermont, and is likely to be found in other mountain meadows
among the Berkshires.

While driving over the Mohawk Trail on May 19, 1925, I was at-

tracted by the flowering Amelanchiers in a bog in Florida, between the

two summits of the Trail. One of them I thought at first was A.

Bartramiana, but it had more flowers than that species, and bore some
resemblance to A. larvis, which was also abundant in the swamp, yet

in spite of the resemblance it was strikingly different from either of

those species. My determination of it was A. intermedia, afterward

confirmed by Prof. K. M. Wiegand, who kindly examined a specimen

for me. In general appearance while in bloom it is intermediate

between A. lacvis and A. Bartramiana. It is described in Rhodora,
xii. 147-148, 1920.

Specimens of these two plants have been placed in the herbarium
of the New England Botanical Club.

—

Clarence Hinckley Knowl-
TON, Hingham, Massachusetts.
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